Abstract-This paper describes and verifies a convergence model that allows the islands in a parallel genetic algorithm to run at different speeds, and to simulate the effects of communication or machine failure. The model extends on present theory of parallel genetic algorithms and furthermore it provides insight into the design of asynchronous parallel genetic algorithms that work efficiently on volatile and heterogeneous networks, such as cyclestealing applications working over the Internet. The model is adequate for comparing migration parameter settings in terms of convergence and fault tolerance, and a series of experiments show how the convergence is affected by varying the failure rate and the migration topology, migration rate, and migration interval. Experiments conducted show that while very sparse topologies are inefficient and failure-prone, even small increases in topology order result in more robust models with convergence rates that approach the ones found in fullg-connected topologies.
Introduction
The idle cycles of networked computers have increasingly been recognized as a huge and underutilized source of compute power that could he put to more efficient use. Recently work has been conducted to find ways of making some of these resources available for scientists or organizations, both in terms of CPU donation for computationally expensive applications or in distributed data sharing (Krauter, Buyya et al. 2002) .
Parallel genetic algorithms (CAS) are applications that could benefit from the CPU power unleashed hy a cyclestealing framework. Early parallel GAS were often implemented on massively parallel computers, while later attention was shifted towards cluster environments (Schwehm 1996) . Both cluster and massively parallel computer parallel GAS usually assume that the communication capabilities, network topology and CPU capabilities are known and static. To he able to design parallel GAS that would work well in dynamic and volatile environment such as the Internet, we need to extend the existing theory of parallel GAS.
The original contribution made by this paper is a convergence model for asynchronous parallel GAS, which can he used to compare the effects of migration rates, topology and intervals on convergence in terms of selection pressure and fault tolerance. Such a model makes it possible to investigate migration parameters settings in a fraction of time needed for running the same experiments on a real parallel GA.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the motivation for extending the theory of parallel GAS to the asynchronous case. Section 3 describes the convergence model and fault rate extensions. Section 4 presents experiments that investigate aspects of running the parallel GA on a heterogeneous and volatile network hy examining the effect of running the demes at different speed between migrations. and the effect of failure on the performance. Finally, the results are discussed and conclusions are drawn in section 5 .
Background
The Internet is a dynamic and volatile environment, where computer access is usually restricted, messages may he delayed or disappear, and computers can become available or go off-line at any time. More specifically, a parallel GA for the Internet must deal with these problems:
Access is restricted by firewalls and security policies.
The network is heterogeneous with computers with different OS type and capacity.
Computers become available or unavailable at any time.
Low bandwidth.
High and unpredictable latency times
Classification of Parallel GAS
Most implementations of parallel GAS can he classified into three main models: Global, Island and Cellular. Global implementations keep the population on a master computer where selection. crossover and mutation are performed. The evaluation of fitness is distributed among all computers, possibly including the master computer.
Island implementations put a subset of the population on each computer, and perform selection and mating locally. A migration topology determines the migration paths along which individuals can move to other demes. The exchange of individuals between the demes is controlled by the migration rate and migration interval.
Cellular implementations model the population within a spatial structure. such as a grid or a hypercube. A GA is run on the whole population, and the global selection is replaced by local selection and reproduction. The fitness 
Parallel GAS and the Internet
By far, the most popular parallel CA type is the island model. One reason for its success is that smaller populations create gene drift and greater diversity, which can he exploited by the migration. The low communication overhead also makes the island model fit to cope with bandwidth and latency problems of the Internet. The performance of the model will depend on the available computational resources, the GA, and the migration parameters. The design of the GA itself is not dependent on the environment, and the present theory can he used for population sizing and recombination parameters etc. However, the impact of migration parameters on the performance is heavily dependent on the capabilities of the network and the performance of the participating computers. The convergence model presented in this paper makes it possible to study these parameters theoretically.
Convergence Model
One factor that contributes to the performance of the genetic algorithm is the selection pressure, which significantly influences the convergence rate. Too fast or slow convergence rates may cause the CA to fail to find good solutions, since very fast rates may cause the CA to converge prematurely on a suboptimal solution, while slow rates lets the C A focus too much on discovery of new points in the search space. The selection pressures in sequential GAS have been studied for the most common selection methods. It is known that migration can contribute to the selection pressure (Whitley, Rana et al. 1999) . and the objective of this section is to provide a model for estimating the influence on selcction pressure ol different migration policies.
Sequential GAS
The parallel CA convergence model is based on earlier research on a model for sequential GAS that uses two classes of individuals: good and had (Muhlenbein and Schlierkamp-Voosen 1993) . It is assumed that the GA is well designed so that a good solution will eventually he found. and we are interested in investigating how fast a good solution will spread in a population. We focus on the selection phase, and for each generration we define the selection differential
as the difference between average fitness of the selected individuals (f,) and the average fitness of the population ( 0 at generation 1. Assuming that the fitness of the population has a normal distribution, the selection differential can he approximated as (Bulmer 1980) s ' = l -a , where I is the selection intensih, which is known for many. common selection methods. Q is the standard deviation o f the population at generation I , and is problem dependent. In our examples we will use a I-bit one-max problem where fitness to he maximized is the number of ones in a individual with a /-bit genome. If uniform crossover is used. the standard deviation for this problem is approximately where P, is the proportion of hits set to one in generation I (Thierens and Goldberg 1994) . Combining the equations sives a recursive definition of P.
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where P, is the initial proportion of bits correct. usually 0.5.
Assumptions and Limitations
The model only models selection. The effects of recombination are indirectly modelled through the standard deviation, which has been calculated for test problems with fixed operators and parameter settings. Another assumption is that the population is large enough to guarantee success and failure is not taken into account. However. the model is adequate for investigating how fast a good solution will spread in a population, and to make comparisons between different selection operators.
Parallel GAS
The sequential model has been used to investigate the selection differential in a synchronized parallel CA that performs migration after each generation (Cantli-Paz 2001). We use the same framework, but extend the model to allow arbitrary migration intervals. migration topologies, and asynchronously evolving of island at different speeds.
The islands run the sequential model described above with the following extensions. Each island keeps a pool of migrants. Between generations the island checks if it is time to send emigrants, as defined hy the migration interval. If so. it selects emigrants based on fitness and calculates their average fitness ferne The island copies ferns to the migrant pool of all of its neighbours (defined hy the migration topology, see Table I ). The island then checks its own migration pool and calculates how the average fitness of the population will change when the migrants are inserted in the population. The pool is emptied, and the next iteration starts. In the next sections each of these extensions are described in detail, and an outline of the model can he found in Figure 1 . 
3.2.1
Scheduling The model is asynchronous in that the islands run at different speeds, and that the immigrants are kept in a migration pool until the island has finished its current iteration and is able to insert them into the population. The speed of each island is defined as a multiple of the basic time step. An island running at speed 1 iterates every time step. while an island with speed 3 is three times slower. The migration interval is also defined in terms of the basic time step. A migration interval of 1 will give maximum migration rate, where each island sends emigrants to its neighbours after every iteration. The process is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
Emigrants
We need to calculate the average fitness of the emigrants from each island. 
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where $ and rp are the probability density and the cumulative distribution functions of the fitness. The island calculates the average fitness of emigrants using the equations and the current values for mean fitness and standard deviation (given by the sequential model). This value is then inserted in the migration pool for each of the island's neighbours.
Immigrants
Let d denote the number of entries in the migrant pool for a given island. The mean fitness of the migrants is where f,., is the fitness of the j:th immigrant from island i.
If the individuals to he replaced are selected at random the expected fitness of the survivors is the same as the mean fitness of the population. If the migrants replace the m*d worst individuals in the population, we can calculate the average fitness of the survivors (those not replaced) as
The average fitness of the new population after migration becomes
Selection Differential after Migration
After the migrants are added the population will have a fitness distribution which is a mixture of several different normal distributions. Rank-based selection schemes, such as tournament selection. will pick individuals for the next generation from the mixed population by biased sampling that gives preference to good individuals. A series of experiments show that the population in the next generation after migration (that is. the distribution of the selected individuals) is close enough to normal for the sequential model to work satisfactorily, even in cases where migration has introduced very large fitness differences in the population (see section 3.4). The trick is to find the mean and variance of this distribution. We cannot use the selection differential equation from the sequential case to find the mean of the selected individuals, since it assumes that the fitness of the current population (from which we select the individuals) has a normal distribution which is not the case after migration.
Instead the selection differential must h e calculated manually. Consider the case where the island has one neighbour and tournament selection with sire 7 is used. This selection differential calculation procedure can easily be extended to islands with more than one neighbour. Note that it is only necessary to use the procedure in the first generation after migration, since we assume that the next population will have a normal distribution. and 
Failure Model
Failure has a great impact on the convergence rate. and this section extends the previously presented convergence models with failure rates. The synchronous model is studied as a hounding case, before turning the attention to the more realistic asynchronous model.
Synchronous Model Failure
In the synchronous model migration occurs after each time step. a11 r islands run at the same speed and the migration topology is fully connected, which implies that each island has d=r-l neighhours. The total selection differential is the sum of the differential caused by migration and the differential from the selection method probability that an island will fail. This paper is mainly concerned with cycle-stealing where islands run on idle volunteer computers and where failure is usually due to reclamation of the computer by the owner. Let f denote the failure rate. and the stochastic variable X, the number of islands that are alive at time I. The idle time distribution has been examined on real-world computer networks (Blumofe and Lisiecki 1997) and it is plausible to assume that the idle time has an exponential distribution. which means that we can model X, as a continuous Markov chain with the transition matrix where M(i.j) is the probability to go from i to j islands in one time step. An island that is lost will not be replaced to preserve the assumption that all active islands have the similar fitness distributions. It is now easy to calculate the probability of the number of islands that are active at any 
. I ).
With the number of neighhours no longer constant, we will use the Markov chain to refine the calculation of I,,,.
Element i of the vector v, gives the probability that i islands are active at time 1. To calculate the survival prohabilities for each island's neighbours, we are only concerned with cases where ;>I. Note that since the model is synchronous and fully connected all active islands are equal and the identity of the failed islands is unimportant. Treating each case separately, we get a new lDmC equation Figure 3 shows the convergence time for a parallel GA with 5 islands and varying mieration rates. The observed big increase in convergence time when the fault rate increases shows how it is increasingly likely that islands will become isolated as their neighbours fail. but it does not say anything of the success rate of the parallel GA itself. Markov chains are powerful tools to study the probability for successful execution of the parallel GA for a given migration rate. Figure 4 presents plots of survival rates of islands (that is. the probability that at least one island is alive at the convergence time) for different fault rates in the previously used parallel GA with 5 islands. Higher migration rates increase the probability of successful execution at a given fault rate, since the convergence is faster. The probability drops rapidly when the failure rate exceeds a certain threshold. since it becomes increasingly unlikely that any island survives for the generations needed for convergence. If the fault rate in the network in which the parallel GA is run can he estimated, the synchronized failure model can he used to estimate the migration rate needed to achieve a high degree of success.
Asynchronous Model Failure
The synchronized model is a fairly unrealistic worst case where no island can he restarted, the computer hardware is homogeneous, and the migration interval is minimal. To use Markov chains when we allow for the islands to converge at different speeds or using topologies of lower order than fully connected, we not only need to know the probability that a certain number of islands are alive, hut also the probability of survival for each island. It would he possible to extend the Markov matrix with additional states to represent this information, but the size of the matrix would grow exponentially, and we would still work under the rather unrealistic assumption that no island will he restarted once it fails.
Instead we model the impact of volunteer withdrawal in the asynchronous convergence model by defining failure times for each island. The island will fail when the model has reached the failure time, and either he replaced with a newly initiated island, or withdraw completely from the parallel GA. This gives us greater flexibility in designing simulations, and several experiments with varying migration parameters are described in section 4.
Verification
The model is verified by comparing its predictions against the average result of 20 runs of a parallel GA with the same parameter settings. Each island in the parallel GA is a generational GA running a 500-hit one-max problem with a population of 200 individuals, which is enough to ensure convergence. In accordance with the selection intensity assumptions, the GA uses random initialization.
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selection, uniform crossover with probability 1.0, and no mutation. The crossover is applied repeatedly in each generation to make the building blocks more randomly distributed across the population. The best individuals emigrate and replace the worst individuals on the receiving islands.
In each figure the model data points are connected with straight lines. while the parallel GA data points are connected with dotted lines. Figure 5 shows an experiment with a mix of speeds in a fully connected topology with long migration intervals. Figure 6 shows an experiment with uni-directional ring topology and high migration rate.
A series of island failure experiments has been conducted to verify the normal distribution assumption discussed in section 3.2.4. Parallel GAS with 4, 6, 8 and IO islands have been tested on two scenarios; one where a single island dies, and one where all islands but one dies. Due to limitations of space only the experiment with the greatest difference between model and experimental values is shown in Figure 7 . The model generally follows the parallel GA closely but it slightly underestimates the quality increase after migrations with big differences between the original population and the immigrants. as can he seen in the island failure experiment. In this case the difference between the migrants and survivors is so big that the normal distribution assumption is off. The error is small, and subsequent migration events cancel its effect. 
Experiments
This section investigates parameter relations that help us definc a migration policy for Internet-based parallel GAS. The latency and heterogeneity is simulated hy a using a mix of islands of different speed. All experiments use the same setup with eight islands, of which four are fast (speed I ) and four are slow (speed 2). Figure 8 
Migration Rate
In this series of experiments the convergence time is calculated for each migration topology with varying migration rates, and the results are shown in Figure 9 . The migration induced selection differential is biggest in the fully connected topology. where good results are broadcasted to all islands at once. Increasing the migration rate gives dramatic results at first. hut the effect soon flattens out. Similar effects are seen on a less dramatic scale in the ring topologies. The most striking observation is the big improvement in convergence times between unidirectional and bi-directional topologies, even though the increase in communication overhead is modest. The unidirectional ring never reaches the convergence times of the other topologies. while hi-directional attains similar levels to the fully connected case, although the migration rate needs to he roughly twice as high to maintain the same convergence time.
Migration Interval
This series of experiments varies the migration interval for each topology. The migration rate is set to the point after which no significant improvements were seen in Figure 9 . The results are shown in Figure 10 .
Smaller migration .intervals increase the selection pressure, but the selection pressure quickly levels out. Tightly connected topologies converge slightly faster, but overall the topology does not any significant role. (b) Bi-directional ring, the curves from top to (c) Uni-directional ring, the curves from top hottom are 2-3. 1-4. 5-8. 6-7. to bottom are 4, 3. 2, I . 5. 6. 7. 8. Figure 9 . Time until convergence with four fast (speed I ) and four slow (speed 2 ) islands, migration interval 2. and varyine migration rates. ..-- and 5 -8 are fast (speed I). Island I fails.
Fault Tolerance
The experiments displayed in Figure I I Figure 13 . The impact of island failure on varying numberofneighbours (d=O,l, ..., 7 fromtopto bottom). Migration rate 0. I, island 1-4 are slow (speed 2) and 5-8 are fast (speed I ). Island I fails. Figure 13 shows how the convergence time for the worst island depends on the number of neighhours. In this experiment the island with d neighhours sends its emigrants to islandi~l,....islandi,d. This experiment demonstrates how the closely connected islands survive failure hetter than topologies with few neighhours, hut that the effect is most striking when adding islands to loosely connected topologies.
Conclusion
This paper has described and verified a convergence model for asynchronous parallel genetic algorithms and studied migration parameters and fault tolerance in a series of experiments. The convergence model is designed to give suggestions for the design of migration policies for parallel GAS that work over the Internet. Obviously the design choice is influenced by many factors hut a full discussion is out the scope of this paper, and we only address concerns related to migration policy. The Internet's latency and bandwidth problems make it desirahle to reduce the amount of data transfer hetween the islands. This suggests that we should use a small migration rate with long migration intervals. and that a fully connected topology would he the hest choice. This topology also has the added benefit of being most resistant against failures. The centralized Island model (Tang 2002) uses a similar migration policy. where the migration is controlled by. and flows through, a master computer. At fixed time intervals, the master will ask the volunteer computers for good individuals, and distribute them to the other volunteers. However, the centralized control introduces the risk of bottleneck problems, and another research direction is to implement parallel GAS as a peerto-peer (PZP) network (e.g. Paechter, Back el al. 2000) .
P2P networks can scale easily and are more robust than centralized models, hut they are vulnerable to firewalls and other access problems, making it difficult to maintain full connectivity between the islands (workarounds such as web proxies add to the communication overhead). Lowering the topology order would make it easier for the P2P transport layer to transmit messages efficiently between the islands, hut we saw in 1.1 that a low-order topology requires higher migration rates to keep the szlection pressure rate. However, even small increases in topology order (e.g. going from uni-directional to hidirectional ring topology) reduce the migration rates greatly, and a low to mid-order topology is a reasonable compromise between robustness and communication overhead.
